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Abstract
Stochastic natural language generation systems that are trained from labelled datasets are often domain-specific
in their annotation and in their mapping from semantic input representations to lexical-syntactic outputs. As a result,
learnt models fail to generalize across domains, heavily restricting their usability beyond single applications. In this
article, we focus on the problem of domain adaptation for natural language generation. We show how linguistic
knowledge from a source domain, for which labelled data is available, can be adapted to a target domain by
reusing training data across domains. As a key to this, we propose to employ abstract meaning representations
as a common semantic representation across domains. We model natural language generation as a long short-
term memory recurrent neural network encoder-decoder, in which one recurrent neural network learns a latent
representation of a semantic input, and a second recurrent neural network learns to decode it to a sequence of
words. We show that the learnt representations can be transferred across domains and can be leveraged effectively to
improve training on new unseen domains. Experiments in three different domains and with six datasets demonstrate
that the lexical-syntactic constructions learnt in one domain can be transferred to new domains and achieve up to
75-100% of the performance of in-domain training. This is based on objective metrics such as BLEU and semantic
error rate and a subjective human rating study. Training a policy from prior knowledge from a different domain is
consistently better than pure in-domain training by up to 10%.
I. INTRODUCTION
NATURAL language generation (NLG) is the task of finding a natural language description for anon-linguistic input representation, such as a database entry, dialogue act or other non-linguistic
object. Traditionally, NLG has been seen to consist of three stages: (a) text planning, which involves
content determination and discourse structuring, (b) microplanning, which involves lexicalization, refer-
ring expression generation and aggregation, and (c) realization, which involves linguistic and structure
realization [1]. In this article, we focus on the latter two tasks. We assume that a semantic input form is
provided by a pre-processing module, such as a dialogue manager or route planner, and that the content to
be conveyed has already been determined. We are thus particularly concerned with the task of expressing
a given semantic input form as a syntactically well-formed sequence of words.
Common approaches to this problem have been rule-based, see e.g. [1], grammar-based, e.g. using
combinatory categorical grammar (CCG) [2], or based on supervised learning, e.g. [3]–[7], or reinforce-
ment learning [8], [9]. A common issue to all of these approaches is that a significant amount of human
effort is required to adapt a language generator to a new domain. This effort can be spent on the design
of rules, grammar engineering, or in the case of stochastic language generators, on the collection and
annotation of data. Once trained, stochastic language generators that are trained from annotated corpora
are typically poor at generating outputs for unseen semantic inputs or for new domains. A common
problem is the incompatibility of input representations across domains as inputs are often specific to the
non-linguistic data structures that are conventionally used in the target domain, e.g. route instructions,
weather, or spoken dialogue applications. Approaches that have trained models for multiple domains
typically rely on specialized resources such as annotated databases [10], require substantial linguistic
pre-processing to facilitate grammar extension [11], or work only when the input representation across
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domains is identical [12]. The lack of generalizability across (even similar) inputs severely limits the reuse
of language generators beyond their original domain.
Other areas of natural language processing (NLP) have made increasing use of deep learning and
reported remarkable results. Examples include parsing [13], machine translation [14] sentiment analysis
[15], language understanding [16], [17] and speech recognition [18], to name just a few. A benefit of deep
learning models is their ability to discover common patterns, e.g. phrase structure, across a large number
of examples—which can also be useful for language generation.
To circumvent the problem of incompatible input representations, we propose in this article that using
abstract meaning representations (AMRs) as a common representation language across domains has the
advantage that data from one domain can be reused in another domain without problems. While the
occurrence statistics of lexical-syntactic patterns will vary across domains, e.g. route instructions will
have a high proportion of prepositional phrases and spatial relations, and referring expressions will have
a high proportion of noun phrases, the general learnt mappings from semantic inputs to lexical-syntactic
outputs remain transferable across tasks. In this way, our multi-task learning problem can be seen as a
domain adaptation problem, and we can—similarly to other areas of NLP—make use of deep learning to
learn common patterns across domains.
To do this, we model our natural language generator as a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) encoder-
decoder, in which two LSTMs are jointly trained to learn a probability distribution that conditions a
sequence of words on a sequence of semantic symbols. One LSTM (the encoder) learns a hidden
representation of a sequence of semantic inputs. A second LSTM (the decoder) learns to decode this
hidden representation to a sequence of words, which represents a surface realization of the semantic
input. The encoder-decoder model was proposed by Cho et al. [19], who applied it to Statistical Machine
Translation (SMT) and is related to the sequence-to-sequence classification model by Sutskever et al. [20],
who also worked on SMT.
We evaluate our model in three domains that are representative of different areas of interest in NLG:
referring expression generation, route instruction generation and spoken dialogue applications. We compare
the following training scenarios: (1) in-domain training of our encoder-decoder model, where a language
generator is trained and tested in the same domain, (2) out-of-domain training, where a model is trained
in a source domain but tested in a target domain, and (3) training an in-domain policy from out-of-domain
prior knowledge. Results show that the model developed for the third scenario performs best according
to both objective and subjective measures. A qualitative analysis shows that our model is able to learn
abstract patterns of basic linguistic constructions, such as transitive and intransitive sentence patterns,
spatial relations, relative clauses, complex noun phrases and basic discourse relations such as ‘and’ or
‘but’. All code and data for this article are available.1
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. Section II discussed related work in the areas
of deep learning, NLG and domain adaptation. Section III introduces the main learning model for our
research. Section IV describes the datasets and abstract meaning representations used for training of our
models. Section V describes the training and evaluation scenario and discusses the main objective and
subjective results. Section VI, finally, draws conclusions and discusses possibilities for future work.
II. RELATED WORK
A. Stochastic Corpus-based Natural Language Generation
Stochastic natural language generators that find a lexical-syntactic realization for a semantic input can
be time-consuming and expensive to build for new domains, especially when data needs to be collected
and labelled from scratch. Consequently, recent years have seen an increased interest in approaches that
can induce a natural language generator (semi-) automatically either from raw data or from parallel or
aligned datasets. Learning from raw data typically requires finding an alignment between phrases in a
1http://www.hull.ac.uk/php/496827/ieeeci-materials.zip
text that mean the same thing. For example, Liang et al. [21] present an approach that finds an alignment
between a set of records (e.g. weather events or moves in a RoboCup game) with a textual description of
the event. Similarly, Cuayáhuitl et al. [22] trained a semantic slot labeller, which automatically annotates
raw text to be used for training of a language generator. Automatic annotations are prepared based on
alignments of syntactic phrases in the input data that have a common label. Both approaches reported good
results but will in practice depend on the quality and correctness of the alignment, and thus presumably
on the linguistic diversity and complexity of the dataset.
Other approaches have instead taken advantage of the existence of parallel datasets for some domains,
such as annotated databases [6], [23]. NLG in these cases boils down to learning an accurate mapping
between combinations of database entries and possible surface forms. Both types of approaches have
shown promising performance in the past for their respective domains, but are heavily reliant on the
existence (or collection) of parallel resources.
Another alternative to aligned data is the work by Chen and Mooney [24] and MacMahon et al. [25],
who learnt an automatic mapping between a set of natural language instructions and a set of action
sequences that carry them out. More recent work by Mei et al. [26] has revisited this problem and shown
that deep learning—an LSTM encoder-decoder as we also use—can outperform earlier approaches on
the same task. Daniele et al. [27] presented work on NLG for navigation instruction generation using
a combination of inverse reinforcement learning (for content selection) and surface realization using a
sequence-to-sequence LSTM. Oswald et al. [28] similarly used inverse reinforcement learning to generate
instructions from a corpus of human examples.
B. Deep Learning for Natural Language Generation
Previous work on deep learning for NLG has taken one of two routes, either exploiting the potential
bidirectionality of models or treating generation as a sequence prediction problem.
The first strand of work typically assumes that a latent representation of the input can be learnt during
an encoding stage, e.g. using an autoencoder, so that the original inputs can be reconstructed in a decoding
stage. The latter can then be exploited for language generation. As an example of this approach, Iyyer
et al. [29] applied the Recursive Autoencoder model in Socher et al. [13] to dependency parse trees and
reconstruct previously encoded inputs as a way to do paraphrase generation. The model successfully re-
generates short input sequences of 2-3 words. Similar results are reported in Andreas and Ghahramani
[30] and in Dinu and Baroni [31], where bidirectional models transform language into a distributional
semantic representation and then back into language.
The second and alternative strand of work has treated NLG as a sequence prediction task in which
the next symbol in a sequence depends on the context of preceding symbols. This technique was first
introduced by Mikolov et al. [32], who applied a recurrent neural network (RNN) architecture to predict
sequences of words in order to obtain better speech recognition results. Sutskever et al. [33] applied a
similar model to predict sequences of characters to form strings of words. In an application of NLG
to spoken dialogue, Wen et al. [34] used an LSTM for sentence planning and surface realization. The
authors treated generation as a next-word-in-sequence prediction task. Input to the model is a dialogue act
with delexicalized slot values. Dusek and Jurcicek [35] showed how a sequence-to-sequence model for
NLG can generate outputs from unaligned training data and outperform previous work [5] that relied on
aligned semantic inputs and lexical-syntactic outputs. The generator proposed by Dusek and Jurcicek [35]
operates in two alternative modes, either producing natural language strings directly from dialogue acts,
or generating syntactic dependency trees as an intermediate step. Our setting lies perhaps in the middle,
in that we generate from linguistic AMR representations but do not use dialogue acts as inputs to the
generation process.
Our learning model is closely related to the encoder-decoder model of Cho et al. [19] and the sequence-
to-sequence classification approach of Sutskever et al. [20], both of which were first applied to statistical
machine translation. The basic idea is to learn an encoding of a sequence in a source language using one
RNN and then learn a decoding to a sequence in the target language using a separate RNN. By training
both models jointly, a mapping from the source to the target language can be learnt. The approach in
Sutskever et al. [20] is based on an LSTM model, while Cho et al. [19] used a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU). Chung et al. [36] made a comparison of both and showed that they yield similar performance in
practice.
In a wider context, our work is also related to work on summarization that uses the LSTM encoder-
decoder model, such as Chopra et al. [37] or Gerani et al. [38], where the focus is on abstractive sentence
summarization, and Mei et al. [39], where the authors generated language by jointly optimising content
selection and surface realization. The latter two approaches also made use of an attention mechanism.
C. Domain Adaptation and Multi-task Learning
The idea of reusing knowledge from a source domain in a new target domain is not new to other areas
of NLP, such as part-of-speech (POS) tagging, named entity recognition, capitalization or shallow parsing.
The main principle is to identify which features in the data are suitable for sharing and which are not.
As an example of reusing prior knowledge, Chelba and Acero [40] used probabilities learnt in a source
domain as prior probabilities in a target domain, and subsequently adapted them to their new context
during training. In an alternative approach, Daumé-III [41] proposed the use of an augmented feature set,
including features specific to the source domain, specific to the target domain, and shared between both.
The knowledge reuse can then focus on the shared feature set.
A recent approach to multi-domain NLG was presented by Wen et al. [12]. The authors generate
synthetic training data to adapt resources from a source domain to a target domain, but restrict themselves
to semantic slots that exist in both domains. Also, both source and target domain, TVs and laptops, were
chosen to be relatively close (semantically) to ease the domain transfer. Given the specificity of input
representations in Wen et al. [12], it is not clear that the model is general enough to learn basic linguistic
patterns that can be transferred across semantically more distant domains as was shown for work in other
areas of NLP.
Recent approaches to domain adaptation in a variety of NLP tasks have shown that combining data
(with a common input representation) can lead to significant improvements in individual domains [40]–
[42]. To address the problem that some NLP tasks, such as natural language understanding or generation,
often rely on domain-specific representations, Kim et al. [43] presented an approach that clusters labels
to find possible mappings. The authors use canonical correlation analysis to identify distinct labels that
occur in similar contexts across domains and can thus be assigned the same pseudo-label to assist domain
transfer. Results report better performance on a joint domain model than a single domain model. This is
confirmed in work by Jaech et al. [44], where the authors showed that training a multi-task model for
slot filling in language understanding from several domains gives significantly better performance than
training models for single domains. In their model, the authors use a bidirectional LSTM which remains
general across tasks with the only domain specificity lying in the embedded semantics—which are trained
per domain. In an approach to dialogue management for multiple domains, Cuayáhuitl et al. [45], [46]
use deep reinforcement learning to extract behaviours from a meta-domain that is transferable to multiple
specific domains, and show that domain transfer is possible from unlabelled input examples.
We present a novel approach to domain adaptation for NLG that represents data across domains in a
common input representation. In this way, we are able to learn basic linguistic patterns from multiple
domains and reproduce the positive effects of multi-domain training reported for other areas of NLP.
III. LEARNING MODEL
A. Recurrent Neural Networks
An RNN is a type of neural network that learns a hidden representation h of an input sequence
x = (x1, . . . , xN) by learning an increasingly abstract encoding of the inputs. An RNN can also have an





Fig. 1. Illustration of the sequence-to-sequence learning model. An input sequence 〈BOS〉, x1, x2, x3, 〈EOS〉 is encoded, where 〈BOS〉
refers to the beginning-of-sequence symbol and 〈EOS〉 refers to the end-of-sequence symbol. The learnt hidden representation is then
decoded to sequence 〈BOS〉, y1, y2, y3, y4, 〈EOS〉. In our case, the input sequence corresponds to a sequence of semantic symbols and the
output sequence is a sequence of words.
output sequence y = (y1, . . . , yM), which can be reconstructed from h. We assume that x and y can have
different lengths. The hidden representation h can be found through updates at time step t:
ht = f(ht−1, xt), (1)
where f is an activation function, such as a sigmoid, tangent or ReLU. During training, the goal is to
minimise the loss L between the input and desired output of the RNN:




xn log yn, (2)
for which we will use cross entropy. In the model we present, the input sequence x will correspond to
a sequence of semantic symbols, for which we wish to find a natural language expression, for example:
(b / ball :domain (n / entity) :mod red). The output sequence y will correspond to a sequence
of words expressing x, for example: “the red ball” or “the ball that is red”, where the exact realization
remains underspecified in the semantic input. Both sequences are represented as 1-hot vectors, where
each vector contains a single 1 to represent the occurrence of a semantic symbol (for input sequences)
or a word (for output sequences). The goal is to learn a probability distribution that conditions a target
sequence on a source sequence. All input and output sequences start with the special symbol BOS and end
in EOS to mark the beginning and end of sequence, respectively. An illustration of our model is shown
in Figure 1.
B. The LSTM Encoder-Decoder
As conventional update functions, such as sigmoid or tangent, have been associated with the problem of
vanishing or exploding gradients [47], we use an LSTM [48] to implement our encoder-decoder. In contrast
to a conventional RNN, an LSTM has three gates, which control the loss and addition of information for
the current “cell state”. Each gate has the same shape as the hidden state. The “input gate” i is a sigmoid
function which determines how much new available information to add to the cell state at the current time
step. It first identifies for each member of the cell state vector whether it should be updated or not, and
then chooses an update from a set of candidates. The “forget gate” f is a sigmoid function that determines
for each member in the cell state vector whether it should be forgotten or retained. Finally, the “output
gate” o determines what the output of the cell state should be.
Both the encoder and decoder LSTM follow the definition by Graves [49], according to which we
update the hidden state h at each time step t using the following steps:
it = σ(Wxixt +Whiht−1 +Wcict−1 + bi) (3)
ft = σ(Wxfxt +Whfht−1 +Wcfct−1 + bf) (4)
TABLE I
SUMMARY OF DATASETS USED FOR TRAINING AND THEIR COVERAGE OF LINGUISTIC PATTERNS. LINGUISTIC FEATURES SHOWN ARE
AS FOLLOWS: NUMBER OF EXAMPLES (EXAMPLES), VOCABULARY SIZE (VOCAB. SIZE), AVERAGE EXAMPLE LENGTH (AVE. LEN.),
NUMBER OF NPS (NPS), NUMBER OF SPATIAL RELATIONS (SRS), NUMBER OF TRANSITIVE CLAUSES (TRANS. CL.), NUMBER OF
INTRANSITIVE CLAUSES (INTR. CL.), NUMBER OF RELATIVE CLAUSES (REL. CL.), NUMBER OF IMPERATIVES (IMPERATIVES) AND
NUMBER OF CONJUNCTIONS (CONJ.).
Dataset Examples Vocab. size Ave. len. NPs SRs Trans. Cl. Intr. Cl. Rel. Cl. Imperatives Conj.
GRE 4,480 195 3.50 4,969 1,084 45 0 15 0 3
REFCOCO 142,051 10,046 3.50 302,703 54,484 384 6,634 794 229 2,329
GIVE 1,756 467 3.30 706 1,716 294 17 4 1,043 100
SAIL 816 295 7.95 598 895 218 64 5 656 135
SFXR 6,198 2,058 12.91 6,094 956 2,597 872 598 3 905
SFXH 6,384 1,061 12.13 6,403 1,192 2,247 938 761 1 850
ct = ftct−1 + it tanh(Wxcxt +Whcht−1 + bc) (5)
ot = σ(Wxoxt +Whoht−1 +Wcoct + bo) (6)
ht = ottanh(ct) (7)
In Equations (3)-(7), σ refers to the logistic sigmoid function, and i, f , o and c refer to the input gate,
forget gate, output gate and cell state vectors, respectively. We use a deep LSTM with 4 layers and follow
Sutskever et al. [20] in inverting the symbols in the input sequence x, which was shown to lead to better
performance in previous work, presumably due to the short-term dependencies it creates between input
and output symbols.
IV. DOMAIN TRANSFER FOR NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION
A. Domains and Data
We will apply our model to three different domains which have traditionally been of interest to NLG:
referring expressions, spatial navigation and spoken dialogue. Each domain is represented by two separate
datasets, one serving as a source and the other serving as a target domain. All six datasets are summarized
in Table I in terms of their size and coverage of linguistic patterns.
In terms of referring expressions, GRE [50] contains referring expressions in a 3D scene. The focus
is on noun phrases and spatial relations. GRE will serve as a source domain for referring expressions.
REFCOCO contains identifying descriptions of people and objects in images [51]. It will serve as a target
domain.
The GIVE corpus represents our source domain in spatial navigation. It contains the set of 63 English
dialogues collected by Gargett et al. [52] in the GIVE task, Generating Instructions in Virtual Environments.
GIVE involves two participants that engage in a “treasure hunt”, where one participant instructs another so
as to navigate through a virtual world in order to find a trophy. Instructions are of a spatial and navigation
nature, mixed with referring expressions to buttons that need to be pressed. We use the SAIL corpus as
a target domain [24], [25], which also contains navigation instructions across a virtual grid environment.
For spoken dialogue, we use the SFX-restaurants (SFXR) and SFX-hotels (SFXH) corpora, which were
collected by Wen et al. [34]. Both datasets contain utterances that a spoken dialogue system might produce
in prompting the user for their search queries, presenting results or confirming slots.
Each dataset contains different distributions of linguistic patterns. The GRE corpus, e.g. contains a high
number of simple and complex noun phrases, such as “green sphere” and “red ball leaning against the red
cube”. The GIVE corpus includes a high number of spatial relations and prepositional phrases as well as
imperatives, e.g. “turn around and exit the room” and “turn left 90 degrees”. The SFXR and SFXH datasets
contain the highest number of transitive constructions, relative clauses and questions: “Ar Roi Restaurant
serves Thai food.”, “What price range are you looking for?” or “B Star Bar is a moderately priced
Flat semantic input: inform(name=‘beijing restaurant’, food=chinese)
1a. Beijing restaurant is serving Chinese food.
AMR for 1a. and tree representation:
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Alternative realization 1b. Beijing restaurant is a nice place. It serves Chinese food.
Alternative realization 1c. Beijing restaurant is a Chinese restaurant.
Fig. 2. Example of a flat semantic input structure and its contrasting AMR representation, shown as a list and as a tree. Alternative
realizations for the flat semantics are given in 1a-1c, the AMR is shown for 1a. only.
B. Abstract Meaning Representations
To adapt linguistic knowledge learnt in one domain to another, it is important that the semantic input
representations are compatible across datasets. We therefore represent all semantic forms as AMRs [51].
They are acyclic directed graphs that draw on a set of common semantic categories and abstract away
from syntactic peculiarities. They have recently been adopted for parsing [52], CCG semantic parsing
[53], summarization [54], and NLG [55] with the aim of adopting a more standardised representation
across tasks, models and frameworks. AMRs offer a number of advantages over flat sequential structures
that are frequently used as input and often correspond to specific semantic slots that need to be expressed.
Consider the flat semantic structure in Figure 2 (top) and its three sample realizations 1a-1c. Transferring
such underspecified representation across domains is difficult, even if we adopted the same label names
across domains, because it is not clear which surface realization can be transferred and which cannot.
Also, it is often not possible to account for semantic nuances with flat structures. In example 1b., the
surface realization contains the modifier “nice”, which is not in the semantic form. As flat structures tend
to cover an exact set of semantic slots, additional information, such as a restaurant being “nice”, can
often get lost. Alternatively, information can get inserted in surface forms when it is not intended. The
word “nice” might be learnt as part of the whole construction and then inserted in surface forms when
the restaurant in question is not actually “nice”. Training from a corpus in which not all information is
annotated can therefore lead to semantically inaccurate outputs, and while this problem can of course be
mitigated by collecting corpora for each new domain, it precludes the use of existing natural datasets.
Expressing all semantics as AMRs allows us to make more fine-grained semantic distinctions for
alternative realizations while still leaving details such as number, tense, voice or discourse relations
underspecified. Similar findings were made for other linguistically-informed frameworks, such as [56].
The authors introduced an attention model for LSTMs that is guided by linguistic knowledge, and can
in this way identify the most salient linguistic structures in a dataset. Their results focus on language
understanding, and show how linguistic knowledge can be leveraged to improve the generalizability of
deep learning models trained from small datasets.
The idea of a linguistically-informed NLG process is not new. Earlier work on systemic functional
grammar has treated NLG as a network of consecutive choices that ultimately lead to a semantically,
socially and textually appropriate output [57]. The idea of using an abstract semantic representation to
generalize across more specific syntactic realizations and even different languages has particularly been
advocated in Meaning-Text Theory (MTT) [58] . MTT postulates an independent semantic level that
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deep learning models trained from small datasets.
The idea of a linguistically-informed NLG process is not new. Earlier work on systemic functional
grammar has treated NLG as a network of consecutive choices that ultimately lead to a semantically,
socially and textually appropriate output [57]. The idea of using an abstract semantic representation to
generalize across more specific syntactic realizations and even different languages has particularly been
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inform(name=‘beijing_restaurant’, food=chinese)
1a. Beijing restaurant is serving Chinese food. 
1b. Beijing restaurant is a nice place. It serves Chinese food. 
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Flat semantic representation (for realizations 1a.-1c.)
AMR and corresponding tree representation (for realization 1a.)
Alternative sample realisations:
Fig. 2. Example involving three alternative descriptions of a restaurant, realizations 1a.-1c. While the example of a flat semantic input
representation is the same for all three realizations, an AMR can capture semantic and syntactic differences at a finer level of granularity.
restaurant that serves Asian food.” While our target datasets represent similar patterns in the respective
domains, they occur with different distributions. For example, REFCOCO contains a substantially higher
number of spatial relations than GRE, and SAIL contains fewer r ferring expres io s of he kind found
in GIVE.
B. Abstract Meaning Repr entations
To adapt linguistic knowledge learnt in one domain to another, it is important that the semantic input
representations are compatible across datasets. We therefore represent all semantic forms as AMRs [53].
They are acyclic directed graphs that draw on a set of common se antic categories and abstract away
from syntactic peculiarities. They have recently been adopted for parsing [54], CCG semantic parsing
[55], summarization [56], and NLG [57] with the aim of adopting a more standardized representation
across tasks, models and frameworks. AMRs off r a number of dvantages over flat sequ tial structures
that are frequently used as inpu nd often correspond to specific sema tic slots that need to be expressed.
Consider the flat semantic structure in Figure 2 and its three sample realizations 1a-1c. Transferring
such underspecified representations across domains is difficult, even if we adopted the same label names
across domains, because it is not clear which surface realization can be transferred and which cannot.
Also, it is often not possible to account for semantic nuances with flat structures. In example 1b., the
surface realization contains the modifier “nice”, which is not in the semantic form. As flat structures tend
to cover an exact set of semantic slots, additional information, such as a restaurant being “nice”, can
often get lo t. Alternatively, information can get inserted surfac forms when it is n t intended. The
word “nic ” might be learnt as part of the whole construction nd then inserted in surface forms when
the restaurant in question is not actually “nice”. Training from a corpus in which not all information is
annotated can therefore lead to semantically inaccurate outputs, and while this problem can of course be
mitigated by collecting corpora for each new domain, it precludes the use of existing natural datasets.
Expressing all semantics as AMRs allows us to make more fine-grained semantic distinctions for
alternative realizations while still leaving details such as number, tense, voice or discourse relations
underspecified. Similar findings were made for other linguistically-informed frameworks, e.g. in Chenar et
al. [58]. The authors introduced an attention model for LSTMs that is guided by linguistic knowledge, and
can in this way identify the most salient linguistic structures in a dataset. Their results focus on language
understanding, and show how linguistic knowledge can be leveraged to improve the generalizability of
deep learning models trained from small datasets.
The idea of a linguistically-informed NLG process is not new. Earlier work on systemic functional
grammar has treated NLG as a network of consecutive choices that ultimately lead to a semantically,
socially and textually appropriate output [59]. The idea of using an abstract semantic representation to
generalize across more specific syntactic realizations and even different languages has particularly been
advocated in Meaning-Text Theory (MTT) [60]. MTT postulates an independent semantic level that allows
the specification of abstract meanings that are independent of sound and structure. These meanings are
represented as graphs (or trees) and lay out the main relationships and dependencies between entities
and events. Each meaning representation can map to a potentially large number of surface realizations,
and language-dependent knowledge is kept in a rich lexicon [61]. MTT has been a popular choice in
multi-lingual NLG [62], [63] for its feature of allowing the separation of language-specific and language-
independent resources.
Recent efforts in linguistically-informed NLG include SimpleNLG [64], a toolkit for the development
of practical NLG applications. SimpleNLG similarly allows the separation of general and domain-specific
considerations. The tool provides operations for combining major syntactic categories in English, while
lexical specificities can be dealt with in particular application domains, e.g. the grammatical case system
for some languages. Varieties of SimpleNLG also exist for other languages such as German [65], French
[66] or Italian [67]. SimpleNLG could probably cover many aspects of our target domains, if our focus
was not on domain transferability of data-driven resources.
For this article, we prepared AMR annotations for all six datasets above. The annotations were prepared
semi-automatically and corrected by hand by two researchers. This process took us about 2 hours per 100
sentences. The semi-automatic process involved finding identical utterances in the datasets and making
sure that they receive the same AMR. This was easier in the (smaller) GRE and GIVE datasets than in
the larger ones. For REFCOCO, which is much larger than the other datasets, we used the Stanford POS
tagger [68] on all utterances and then assigned the same AMR structure for utterances with the same POS
sequence. We followed the same annotation procedure for the target domains.
C. Reusing Training Data Across Domains
An obvious drawback of the AMR inputs is that flat structures are presumably much easier to obtain
automatically from a database or other non-linguistic representation of the domain. We expect, however,
that using AMRs, we can learn enough linguistic regularities to require very few or no additional
annotations for a new domain. We will test this hypothesis in Section V-A.
To train an RNN natural language generator as described in Section III that generalizes across all
our domains, we follow two steps: We replace all domain-specific concepts by a more general semantic
category. Specifically, we refer to all concepts that correspond to nouns, such as “restaurant”, “button”,
“food”, etc. as object, to all verb-corresponding concepts, such as “serve”, “recommend”, or “find” as
event, and to all adjectives and modifiers as property. This will ensure that AMR structures are indeed
abstract and e.g. the AMR for a transitive construction will indeed generalize to new domains regardless
of the specific concepts involved.
V. TRAINING AND EVALUATION
A. Learning Setup and Baselines
We evaluate our model in three settings:
1) An LSTM encoder-decoder model with in-domain training. A model is trained from 80% of
annotated training data in the target domain and evaluated based on the remaining 20%.
2) The same model with out-of-domain training. A model is trained in a source domain and the learnt
weights are then evaluated in a new target domain.
3) The same model with out-of-domain prior. Here, we use the out-of-domain model trained from a
source domain and use it as a prior to in-domain training from target data.
All models were trained with mini-batch gradient descent with Adam optimization and a batch size
of 128. We trained each model for 10,000 epochs which took between 3 and 6 days—depending on the
complexity and number of training examples—on a Tesla K40 GPU and a Titan X Pascal GPU. All code
was implemented in Keras [69] using a Theano backend [70]. The size of input/output sequences x and
y was the sum of unique vocabulary items and semantic symbols in each domain (after delexicalization)
and we use 50 hidden nodes.
B. Results: Objective Evaluation
We evaluate our models using the BLEU metric [71] and compare the highest-ranked output candidate
for a semantic input against its human references from the test set. We report BLEU scores for 3-grams
and 4-grams. We also report the semantic error in generated outputs, which is computed as ERR = a+b
C
,
where a is the number of slots missed in the realization, b is the number of superfluous slots, and C is
the total number of slots.
Objective results are shown in Table II, which contrasts results in all three evaluation scenarios against a
human upper-bound. We train models for each of our source domains GRE, GIVE and SFXR and evaluate
them in target domains REFCOCO, SAIL and SFXH. We also present the in-domain performance for each
of the six datasets as a comparison. As an additional comparison, we present results that test GIVE with
GRE as a source domain and GRE with GIVE as a source domain. The latter is interesting because GIVE
contains similar referring expressions to GRE.
We can see that in-domain training performs well in all domains achieving BLEU scores of over 0.7
and low error rates throughout. The results for out-of-domain training are lower, as can be expected,
given that no data from the target domains was used. The referring expression domain is an exception
to this, with the target domain REFCOCO achieving equivalent scores to the source domain GRE. Closer
inspection suggests that a reason might be the lower number of spatial relations in REFCOCO in contrast
to GRE, so that the majority of noun phrase structures could readily be transferred across the two domains.
GRE trained from GIVE similarly does better than GRE alone. A reason for this is presumably the higher
amount of spatial relations in GIVE which leads to a better and more balanced representation being learnt
than in GRE alone.
A further interesting observation is that for both referring expressions and navigation, learning from
an out-of-domain prior achieves better results than learning from a single domain only. This seems to
suggest that the pre-learnt weights from a similar dataset are very valuable for the new domains. This is
particularly interesting for domains for which little training data is available. We can also see from Table
II that SFXH achieves very decent performance without any in-domain data at all, but based purely on
training from SFXR. This is a remarkable result because it means that we can generate inputs for a new
domain based on no annotated training data at all. These results clearly show the significance of using
a common input representation across domains. Abstracting away from particular slots, such as “Kirin
restaurant” or “Pacific Heights area”, we can reuse the lexical-syntactic patterns learnt in one domain
in others. Table III shows examples of the abstract patterns and realizations that were transferred across
domains.
Comparing with related work, Yu et al. [72] reported a BLEU-1 score of 0.59 and a BLEU-2 score of
0.39 for REFCOCO. This is substantially lower than our scores and might reflect the increased difficulty
in the scenario in Yu et al. [72] who generated referring expressions directly from images. In terms of
navigation, most related work on the SAIL data [24]–[26] focuses on generating action sequences rather
TABLE II
OBJECTIVE RESULTS IN TERMS OF BLEU-3, BLEU-4 AND SEMANTIC ERROR, AND SUBJECTIVE RESULTS ON THE RATING OF THE
NATURALNESS OF UTTERANCES (AVERAGES ARE SHOWN ALONGSIDE MEDIANS IN PARENTHESES). RESULTS ARE SHOWN FOR
IN-DOMAIN TRAINING, OUT-OF-DOMAIN TRAINING AND TRAINING FROM PRIOR KNOWLEDGE . SYMBOL ∗ INDICATES STATISTICAL
SIGNIFICANCE BETWEEN OUT-OF-DOMAIN TRAINING AND TRAINING WITH PRIOR KNOWLEDGE.




GRE-HUMAN 1.0 1.0 0.0 2.97 (4)
REFCOCO 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.43 (4)
GIVE 1.0 1.0 0.0 3.77 (4)
SAIL 1.0 1.0 0.0 4.36 (5)
SFXR 1.0 1.0 0.0 4.17 (4)







GRE-HUMAN 0.90 0.88 0.016 3.12 (3)
REFCOCO 0.88 0.82 0.02 3.45 (4)
GIVE 0.79 0.78 0.09 2.76 (2)
SAIL 0.82 0.77 0.04 4.02 (4)
SFXR 0.81 0.76 0.10 3.67 (4)









GRE trained from GIVE 0.94 0.92 0.04 3.11 (3)
REFCOCO trained from GRE 0.91 0.84 0.02 3.20 (3)
GIVE trained from GRE 0.23 0.16 0.29 2.03 (2)
SAIL trained from GIVE 0.68 0.63 0.10 2.95 (3)




GRE with GIVE prior 0.99 0.98 0.0 3.29 (3)
REFCOCO with GRE prior 0.96 0.77 0.01 3.41 (4)
GIVE with GRE prior 0.89 0.87 0.06 3.09 (3) ∗
SAIL with GIVE prior 0.80 0.72 0.05 3.44 (4) ∗
SFXH with SFXR prior 0.74 0.56 0.08 3.58 (4)
than the actual route instructions. For spoken dialogue, Wen et al. [34] achieve BLEU-4 scores 0.73 and
0.83 for SFXR and SFXH, respectively, with a semantic error rate of 0.046. While these results are slightly
better than ours for in-domain training, our models are able to transfer weights and train a reasonable
policy for SFXH from SFXR alone.
The most relevant comparison to our model in terms of multi-task learning is Wen et al. [12]. The
authors achieved a maximum BLEU score of 0.48 for domain transferred data, only 52% of our 0.92, but
they worked on the TV and laptop domain, thus not allowing a direct comparison between results. The
authors reported a semantic error of 0.04. In contrast to our work, which transfers learnt models across
domains and natural data, Wen et al.’s experiments are based on artificially generated data. These often
do not display the same variety and complexity as naturally occurring data, which arguably shows that
our AMR-based inputs allow for more complex lexical-syntactic constructions to be learnt.
C. Results: Subjective Evaluation
To also assess the subjective quality of generated outputs, we recruited 204 human judges from the
CrowdFlower2 and AMT3 crowdsourcing platforms to assign subjective ratings to generated outputs. All
judges were self-declared native or fluent speakers of English and rated altogether 3425 utterances sampled
randomly from a pool of 120 candidates per model. To allow for a comparison with related work, we
follow previous authors in asking judges to rate the naturalness of utterances. They were asked to agree
with the statement “The utterance is natural (i.e. could have been produced by a human).” on a scale of
1-5, where 1 is the worst score and 5 is the best. For each dataset, we also collected an equal number of
ratings for the original human utterances to provide an upper bound for the comparison of our systems.
The results are shown in the right-most column in Table II. Medians are shown alongside averages in




EXAMPLES OF LEXICAL-SYNTACTIC PATTERNS LEARNT IN ONE DOMAIN THEN USED IN ANOTHER.
Imperative clause construction (with relative clause)
(e1 / event :arg0 (y / you) :arg1 (b1 / obj :mod property :location (w / obj :op1 (o1
/ on [in]) )) :mode imperative )
GIVE: “Click the red button (that is) on the wall.”
SFXR: “Try Chinese restaurant Kirin in the Pacific Heights area.”
Transitive clause construction
(e1 / event :arg0 (b1 / obj :mod property) :arg1 (b2 / obj :mod property))
GRE: “The yellow sphere (that is) touching the blue box.”
SFXR: “Source restaurant serves Italian food.”
Complex noun phrase and spatial relation and temporal adverb
(e1 / obj :time (n / now) :domain (b1 / obj :mod property :mod property :location (l /
obj :op1 ( n / on [near, by]))) )
GRE: “Now, the blue circle on the green square.”
GRE: “Now, the green button by the window.”
SFXR: “Now, an Indian restaurant near Pacific Heights.”
and training with prior knowledge to see what effects can be gained by having prior weights for training.
Symbol ∗ indicates statistical significance at p<0.05 according to a 2-tailed Wilcoxon signed rank test.
From the analysis we can see that two of the six comparisons are statistically significant, namely GIVE
with GRE prior and SAIL with GIVE prior—both in the navigation domain. None of the other differences
are significant. We believe that these results are encouraging in that we did not expect all differences to be
statistically significant. For example, while no significance between in-domain and out-of-domain training
or with prior knowledge does of course not indicate equivalent policies or performance, it means at least
that the transfer of training data from one domain to another does not lead to a significant deterioration
of generated outputs.
The overall results correspond to the objective results. While most of the subjective ratings are not as
good as those received by the human utterances (GRE is an exception here), in-domain training from out-of-
domain prior knowledge achieves better ratings than pure in-domain training. For domains with sufficient
similarity, out-of-domain training achieves equivalent ratings to in-domain training. This further confirms
that domain transfer is possible using sufficiently expressive input representations and a generalizable
learning model.
To compare with related work on GIVE, Benotti and Denis [73] reported a naturalnesse score of 3.2
for a corpus-based selection method. Denis et al. [74] reported a naturalness score of 2.4 for a system
that relies on a linguistically-inspired algorithm for generating referring expressions, and Dethlefs and
Cuayáhuitl [9] reported a naturalness score of 3.36 for a system based on hierarchical reinforcement
learning. For the SFX datasets, Wen et al. [34] reported a naturalness score of 4.18 for both SFXR and
SFXH for in-domain training.
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented an LSTM encoder-decoder model that learns a mapping between a sequence of semantic
input symbols and a sequence of words. In comparison to previous work on this topic, we propose the
use of AMRs as a common input representation to allow for the transfer of learnt models across domains.
Experiments in three different training scenarios show that our model can achieve up to 75−100% of the
performance of in-domain training when transferring from a source domain with sufficient training data to
a target domain with no training data at all—provided that the domains are similar in their lexical-syntactic
patterns. In-domain training is consistently improved by an out-of-domain prior. We made the following
contributions in this research.
1) We present an application of a sequence-to-sequence model to NLG in multiple heterogeneous
domains—previous work has so far focused on single domains or domains that were closely related.
2) We use AMRs as inputs to the sequence-to-sequence model as a common input representation that
is expressive and transferable across domains. This allows general lexical-syntactic patterns to be
learnt that are independent of domain-specific semantic slots.
3) We show that using a generalizable input representation, out-of-domain training can achieve results
that are equivalent to in-domain training—or even better in one domain. Training a model based on
an appropriate prior model from a source domain can outperform in-domain training by up to 10%.
These results show that it is possible to train acceptable models for NLG for new domains with no
training data at all.
4) All our code and data are available as resources to the research community.
Future work can investigate metrics to automatically measure the similarity between domains to identify
suitable source domains for new target domains. Using semantic embeddings as an input representation
would likely further improve the cross-domain results over the 1-hot vector representation we use in this
work. We would also like to continue work on NLG for domains in which datasets of unlabelled examples
are available by using statistical models learnt for other domains. Finally, several pieces of related work
have demonstrated the benefit of using an attention mechanism in NLG with RNNs, particularly for work
that deals with longer sequences [35], [37], [58], [75]. While in this work many of our generated output
sequences were short, and we therefore decided to focus on the contribution of AMRs, future work should
experiment with an attention mechanism to observe potential benefits.
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